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f you want to understand what makes Volume Inc. tick,
I you won't get a pat answer or a cliched response. Founding
partners and creative directors Adam Brodsley and Eric
Heiman seem to float above convention, defying categories
and transcending the traditional boxes that designers are
taught to think in.

The work of their San Francisco-based firm spans such a
spectrum of media-websites, print collateral, product
demos, video, typography, exhibition design, books, bicycle
powered light bulbs-that it is hard to label it as graphic
design without attaching several asterisks. Brodsley and
Heiman seem more comfortable talking about what Volume
is not. The firm's website declares: "It's not branding,
strategy, user experience, social media or even design" and
describes the aesthetic of one of its award-winning projects
as "not hipster hip." A retrospective exhibition of the company
was titled Masters of Design: Our Work Shouldn't Be Here.
That 2013 show, mounted at Western Gallery in Bellingham,
Washington, featured more than a decade of the firm's
work. It also challenged the audience to consider whether
graphic design should even be displayed in gallery spaces.
Unlike artwork intended for exhibition, design's original
purpose is lost when it's displayed behind lucite as an objet.
Brodsley and Heiman maintain that such design without
context and engagement is the proverbial falling tree that
no one hears. Does it exist? Is it really design 7

These kinds of paradoxes abound in their work for a roster
of nonprofits and cultural organizations, and also in their
personalities-whereas Brodsley is reticent, yet quick to
laugh, Heiman probes effusively into serious terrain with
earnest pronouncements. The two admit that they "don't
agree about a lot of stuff" and don't socialize too much apart
from work, which they believe is important to their success.
Yet it's apparent that they create an ambiance of playfulness
just from their choice of the name "Volume," which offers

a clue to both founders' creative origins in three-dimensional
design. Brodsley worked on exhibitions and environments at
Mauk Design for many years, and Heiman has a degree in
architecture. They prefer to say that Volume specializes in
a design process, one that penetrates past the surface level.

"It's as much about the how as it is the what," says Brodsley.
"We are always looking beyond ink, paper, screens and pixels.
We don't think of our work only as artifacts, but as systems

at work that other people use and plug into."

Their brand of systems thinking means that although most of

their projects are technically ephemeral, they aim to inspire
sustainability and create enduring relationships. Their design
for the donor recognition wall at the York School is embedded
with a time capsule that won't be opened for 100 years. The
green innovations exhibit they created for the Boy Scouts
of America's solar-powered model tree house is intended
to train kids in lifelong conservation habits. And their

recent book design for the 01v magazine ReadyMade, which

features innovative instruction manuals, will remain useful
to readers even after the projects inside are completed

the book's chipboard spine also functions as a ruler. But
even with all of the grand ideas, Volume's work can also be
purely mesmerizing.

10m editorial director Shoshana Berger co-founded ReadyMade
magazine and has worked with Volume on a number of
projects. "What they always bring to the table is this
spectacular fussiness," she says. "They come up with these
meta design languages. Sometimes they allude to another
time or refer back to the iconography of a lost childhood, sort
of like a Wes Anderson movie or Portlandia. And they do it in
a way that is so pleasing and not overly twee," she says.

With a modern twist on nostalgia, Volume sends out invita
tions and mails their annual holiday cards imbued with
agency and animation. Berger describes how she received

a vintage album cover in the mail, and the record itself had

Captions were supplied by Volume Inc. Firm partners Eric Heiman and Adam Brodsley served as creative directors on all projects shown.
Right: "Verba Buena Center for the Arts asked us to rethink its public image through the launch of the vscA:Vou program, which provides participants with
intimate and social vehicles to engage with art, such as personal docent tours and exclusive VIP events with artists. We thought that since the program
is about 'You,' the campaign should be, too: privilege the people that come to see the art, celebrate the disparate reactions that art provokes and
highlight the communal activity that art facilitates. A simple concept, but it was quite an undertaking to find the right combination of heads and images.
We went through thousands of images and hundreds of possible combinations before landing on the select few that were used." Ed O'Brien, designer;
Gabriel Branbury, photographer; Verba Buena Center for the Arts (vscA), client.
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